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1. Description

The Turn8 Time Attack Battle (“T8TAB”) is a timed event held at Turn8, LLC (“Turn8”)
sanctioned events.

2. Format
○ Qualification

Participants will be provided electronic timing equipment so that their lap times
can be measured throughout their initial sessions on the day of the event during
their shared sessions with HPDE participants (The “Qualification Period”).

○ Time Attack Battle

A midday session will then be held exclusively for T8TAB participants, with grid
position set by their times set during the Qualification Period. A participant's
fastest time during the first 3 sessions only will be designated as your
competitive time.

○ Note, this is NOT a wheel-to-wheel racing session against other drivers. This is a
lap time contest, so any dangerous driving during this session will result in a
black flag. All normal HPDE rules apply during this session.

○ Vehicle Changes

No vehicle changes are allowed within the season. Driver will have to
restart the point system once a vehicle change occurs.

○ Class Changes

No class changes are allowed within the season. If a driver decides to move
up / down a class they will be forced to forfeit the class points accrued thus
far.

○ Tie/Draw



i. If a tie / draw occurs at the end of the season it will be based on total
participation of the driver to claim class win.

ii. If the total participation of both drivers is also a tie/draw there will be a
shoot-out between the two drivers at the closest event possible. If one
driver cannot make a shoot-out event they will forfeit the class win.

3. Entry requirements

The T8TAB is open to any Turn8 HPDE participants except beginners. Participants must
be a confirmed attendee of the associated HPDE event to be allowed entry into the
T8TAB.

4. Entry fee

The T8TAB entry fee includes transponder timing equipment, and varies from
event-to-event. See event pricing for more details. All participants must be fully paid up
for entry into the T8TAB.

5. Entry form

Turn8 will provide the final entry form 2 weeks before the event, where you will be
required to provide your calculated class and vehicle details. Forms will also be available
during registration on the day of the event.

6. Equipment

Turn8 will supply timing equipment (e.g. transponders) to the participant to accurately
measure participant timed laps. Any lost/damaged equipment will be charged to the
participant. A major credit card will be held at time of equipment check-out, and returned
when checked-in. Participants authorize Turn8 to charge a held credit card for lost,
damaged, or unreturned equipment.

7. Prizes

Participants will be divided by class based on their vehicle, and the winner of each class
will be eligible for a prize. Prizes will vary from event-to-event, and prize details will be
provided within 2 weeks of the event date. Prizes will be collected at a Turn8 event for
publication, media and marketing purposes.

8. Classification



Participants will be divided into classes based on their vehicle, according to the following
rules:

9. Mandatory Media

All drivers competing in Time Attack Battle must have WINDSHIELD BANNERS
and TURN8 TIME ATTACK DOOR CARDS. This is to notify all Turn8 Staff you are a
time attack driver for pre gridding and on track visual representation.

No exceptions.

10.

PREPPED CLASS - P1
Prepped Class vehicles are entry to the time attack program. While vehicles in this
class are modified they are considered mild.

● Engine/Transmission
○ No Ethanol Allowed.
○ No engine swaps allowed.
○ No transmission swaps allowed.
○ Must be street legal/ insured.
○ Driver must be legal owner of vehicle
○ No Downpipes/Catless exhaust system allowed.
○ Electric Vehicles (IE Tesla / hybrids / etc) must be in stock form.

● Suspension/Aero
○ 1 Way Coilovers ONLY

■ Spring/Shock/Strut Combo allowed
○ 1 functional aftermarket aero modification allowed (front).

■ IE: Splitter or Canards
○ 1 functional aftermarket aero modification allowed (rear).

■ IE: Aftermarket rear wing or Diffuser
○ Hood Vents are allowed (No other  Body Changes ie, flares, lighter

component body part replacement etc)
○ No flat bottom panels unless factory OEM.

● Tires
○ 200 treadwear and above only. (YOKOHOMA AO52 IS PROHIBITED)
○ 255 max width on any axle.

● Interior
○ Full OEM interior is required except if a rollbar is installed behind the

B-pillar.
■ Rear seats, trim panels etc must be installed. Parts can be

trimmed to fit the roll bar as needed.



○ Operational OEM HVAC (heating/cooling) systems must be present.
○ Operational OEM entertainment/media/infotainment system must be

present.
○ Aftermarket race seats (front only) and steering wheel allowed with proper

safety harness and equipment. Mandatory harness on all
○ Full OEM Trunk Interior is required every panel trim must be

installed.
○ Functional lightning system (headlamps/ taillamps must be working)

TRACK CLASS - T1
Track Class vehicles are modified for this purpose, track use. Modifications made
to each vehicle state each vision to be competitive in a manner that benefits the
driver and vehicle.

● Engine/Transmission
○ Any fuel source allowed.
○ No Nitrous
○ Engine swaps allowed IF number of cylinders are equal to original OEM

configuration.
○ Transmission swaps allowed.
○ No sequential transmissions allowed.

● Suspension/Aero
○ Up to 2-way coilovers allowed.
○ 2 functional aftermarket aero modifications allowed (front).
○ 2 functional aftermarket aero modifications allowed (rear).
○ No active aero (except OEM).
○ Body changes allowed (including flares, vents, lighter carbon fiber or

fiberglass pieces etc).
○ No flat bottom panels unless factory OEM.

● Tires
○ 100 treadwear and above only.
○ 305 max width on any axle.

● Interior
○ Stripped interior is allowed, but must have 2 functional front seats, and

4-point roll bar/half cage if the interior has been removed.
○ Automotive-approved fire extinguishers within drivers reach.
○ Original Glass must be installed (No lexan)

RACE CLASS - R1
Race Class = race cars. No exceptions made outside of safety.

● Engine/Transmission
○ Any fuel source allowed.



○ Any engine modifications/swaps allowed.
○ Any transmission modifications/swaps allowed.

● Suspension/Aero
○ Any aero modifications allowed.
○ Any suspension modifications allowed.

● Tires
○ Any tire treadwear allowed.
○ Any tire widths allowed.

● Interior
○ Any interior modifications are allowed, but must have 4-point roll bar/half

cage if removed.
○ Automotive-approved fire extinguishers within drivers reach.

Turn8 reserves the right to alter your class based on vehicle type, or any discrepancies
found during inspection.

Vehicle classification:
Tire downgrade is approved up to 2 sizes down, IE Original 305 =
285 MAX DOWNGRADE
2022 Prepped Class season winner champion cannot compete in the
same vehicle back to back year to preserve new drivers entering the
sport.

11. Inspections

Turn8 reserves the right to inspect any participant vehicle, before or after going on track,
to ensure adhesion to the rules and tech inspection requirements. This includes, but not
limited to, inspections of tires, engine, fuel, transmission, modifications, and vehicle
weight. Any discrepancies will alter the class, or may disqualify entirely, the participant
from the event.

12. Disputes

Any dispute with any aspect of the T8TAB will be adjudicated by Turn8 staff, with the
decision being final.

○ Result of any protest:
i. Drivers protesting will be allowed to inspect vehicles with Turn8 staff.
ii. Driver accused if found guilty will forfeit points for the event.
iii. Driver accused will be subject to further inspection towards future events

to maintain integrity with other drivers.



iv. Drivers protesting if found incorrect/wrongly accusing will be subject to
point reduction from event date results.

13. Safety

All T8TAB participants must pass tech inspection, including, but not limited to, utilizing a
SA2010+ helmet. Full tech inspection requirements will be provided as part of the
associated HPDE event.

○ Summer 2021 All Helmets MUST be SA2015 for safety reasons.

14. Liability

In consideration of you being permitted to take part in the event, you waive, release and
discharge for yourself, your executors, administrators and legal representatives all or any
rights and/or claims which you have or may have in the future against the venue or
Turn8, our officers, directors, employees, consultants, agents and sponsors for all and
any damages, injuries (including death), and/or claims which may be sustained by you
directly or indirectly arising from your participation in the event, which shall include the
application of emergency or medical services at the event, except to the extent that
personal injury or death are caused directly by the negligence, error or omission of those
persons listed above.

Further, you agree not to hold liable the venue or Turn8 or our officers, directors,
employees, consultants, agents or sponsors for all or any damages, injuries (including
death) and/or claims which may be sustained by you directly or indirectly arising out of
your participation in the event except to the extent that personal injury or death are
caused directly by the negligence, error or omission of those persons listed above. This
waiver shall include but not in any way be limited to all claims for property damage or
financial loss and shall also include all legal costs otherwise recoverable arising from
such claims.

Having given the above waiver, you fully understand its terms and understand that you
have relinquished significant rights by doing so. You have done this at your own free will
and without any coercion or duress from any third party. You fully intend your waiver to
be a complete and unconditional release of such liability to the extent permissible by law
and agree that if any aspect of this waiver is held to be invalid, then the remainder of this
clause and these terms and conditions generally shall continue in full force and effect.

15. Indemnity

You hereby agree to fully release and unequivocally indemnify the venue and Turn8, our
officers, employees, consultants, agents, sponsors, licensees and assigns from all and
any claims, demands, damages, liabilities or legal action arising directly from your



negligence, error or omission at any event whether made or claimed before, during or
after the event and which shall include all associated reasonable costs and expenses.

You further agree that where any initial booking payment has been made by you using a
credit card, we shall be entitled to deduct such further sums from your credit card as are
necessary to reimburse us for all and any reasonable costs or fees incurred as a result
of any damage caused by you or any persons forming part of your group to the
infrastructure of the venue. You acknowledge however that such charges will only be
payable to Turn8 where the venue has demanded payment from Turn8.

16. Points

For end-of-season standings, the following points will be assigned by position at each
event, for each class:

1st place - 10 points
2nd place - 8 points
3rd place - 6 points
4th place - 4 points
5th place - 2 points

17. FEDERAL CONTINGENCY PROGRAM

The Federal Tire Contingency Program will start for the 2021 season! All Federal tire
drivers who drive on either RSR, RSRR, RS-PRO or FZ201 during the time attack
season will be given a +1 point towards their event standing.

For Example:
Driver A finishes Round1 Time Attack at 3rd place with a point finish of 4 points. Driver A
was on Federal FZ201 for this event. Driver A is awarded +1 point towards their event
standing finish, 4 points (3rd place) +1 point (Federal Tire) equaling to 5 point finish for
the event.

18. Winning Prizes

Time attack product and service prizes to be ordered and fulfilled directly through Turn8.
Winning products, services, credits, and gift cards will be redeemed from MSRP.
Winners must place their order with Turn8 and take delivery of any products, services,
credits, and gift cards within 6 months of the winning date. Winner is responsible for any
applicable taxes and shipping. Turn8 track day credit is not applicable for time attack
entry or timing fees. Cash prizes will be issued by check and must be cashed within 6
months. Winning prizes are non-transferrable and must be shipped or delivered directly
to the winner. Please contact Turn8 at events@turn8racing.com with any questions.




